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PRD - How IndiaGold can enter 
the P2P lending market
What are we building?

P2P lending
Peer-to-peer lending is basically the ability to get a loan/credit from a user without the 
involvement of a middleman such as a bank or an NBFC. This removal of the 
middleman opens up various opportunities for the users to invest surplus cash to 
creditworthy individuals.

As IndiaGold's core mission is to make access to capital easier for users as well as 
monetize their gold and money that they're holding but not actively using it makes sense 
to introduce the ability of peer-to-peer lending.

Why are we building it?
As mentioned above, P2P lending as a feature goes in the direction of the companies 
core mission of giving the ability to the user to monetize their gold. It also adds a 
different stream for IndiaGold, as IndiaGold could charge a certain fee for being the 
escrow in the lending and providing the service of proving lenders with creditworthy 
borrowers.

Why now?
The last couple of years have been tough for:

a certain group of people where the need for a large chunk of capital for emergency 
has increased

another group that had a large surplus of cash lying around but didn't know what to 
do with it to gain better returns than just sitting in the bank and less risky than the 
stock market

financial awareness among Indians has also increased dramatically in the last few 
years which has educated them more about different financial instruments and how 
to use money

These factors make it a good time for IndiaGold to enter this market especially at a time 
when other players are entering and the competition is heating up

Who are we building it for?
MSMEs who need access to credit to grow their business

HNIs who have surplus cash but don't want to invest in the stock market and don't 
want to keep it in the bank either

Homemakers/Households in need of capital at a flexible interest rate using their 
gold as collateral
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Competitors
Rupeek - Currently a direct competitor to IndiaGold as Rupeek also provides gold-
backed loans to MSMEs and individuals at low-interest rates

CRED - Recently the credit card bill payment platform came out with a product 
called CRED Mint where users can invest money and earn up to 9% interest and 
users can use CRED Cash to borrow money at a rate going up to 18%

BharatPe - BharatPe also came out with a similar offering called 12% Club where 
users can earn up to 12% interest by lending that money to other users

RupeeCircle - RupeeCircle is a pure P2P lending platform that uses Data Science 
and AI to match lenders with borrowers and flexible interest rates

Goals and Non-Goals
Goals and Metrics 

Goal Metrics
Success

number

User Adoption of
P2P lending

#no of p2p loans applied

#no of p2p loans approved

10000/month

8000/month

Comparison to
current gold loans
available on the
app

% of p2p loans compared to all loans on the platform

p2p loan ticket size vs normal gold loan size

20%

5 lac vs 10 lac

Feature health -
How well are the
loan payments
being completed
by users

#average repayment size #no of EMIs complete
20000/month

7000/month

Feature health -
Benefit lenders are
getting from the
feature

amount invested amount invested/user

interest earned

1 lac/month

10000/month

80000/user

Non-goals
For the current roll-out, we will only focus on letting users earn interest directly into 
their bank accounts. For future iteration, we can look at how we can allow users to 
reinvest this money on the platform

Risks
It is important to educate the user well about the feature as P2P lending as an 
investable instrument is a new concept for the Indian user

Repayments may become an issue if proper background check and 
creditworthiness of the borrower is not done and that is something to keep in mind

How are we building it

https://www.notion.so/User-Adoption-of-P2P-lending-55ca99c3dc734bc4b88d3d6ee79e7216
https://www.notion.so/Comparison-to-current-gold-loans-available-on-the-app-e40ad0672aed4844bbe1075adbbdd7f7
https://www.notion.so/Feature-health-How-well-are-the-loan-payments-being-completed-by-users-e5ce9d4aabe049edbfa10ad500d05249
https://www.notion.so/Feature-health-Benefit-lenders-are-getting-from-the-feature-e1c815a2c75b45e1a892982c0f88414f
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Key Features

Borrower Side

Feature User Story Priority

Loan Application Screen - A screen to enter
details about the amount and duration of loan
required and other necessary information

As a User, I want to apply for a P2P
loan, to achieve my capital
requirement

high

Loan Negotiation - Chat and call interface to
connect lender with borrower to negotiate the
loan details

As a User, I want to be able to
negotiate a lower interest rate, so
that I can get a better deal

medium

Emergency Loan - Immediate Loan approval
screen for emergency cases

As a user, I want access to
preapproved loans so that I can
meet capital needs in case of
emergency

high

Loan Dashboard - Screen showing
outstanding loan amount and repayment to be
made this month and other necessary details

As a user, I want to track the status
of my loan and make payments, so
that I can avoid extra cost

high

Lender Side

Feature User Story Priority

Investment Screen - A screen where user can
enter the amount they want to invest and the
time they want to invest it for and other details

As a user, I want to be able set the
investment amount and duration,
so that I can get details about the
returns

high

Dashboard - A screen where user can track
their investment and the borrowers they have
lent money to and repayments that are due
and money earned through interest

As a user, I want to track my
investment, so that I can
understand how well it is doing

high

Withdraw money - A screen where user can
withdraw invested amount partially or
completely

As a user, I want to be able
withdraw money before the
allocated tenure, so that I can fulfil
my immediate money needs

high

Chat and Call interface - A chat and call
interface to communicate with the borrower

As a user, I want to be able to get
to know the borrower better, so
that I am more confident about
lending money to that person

medium

Wireframes
https://www.figma.com/file/3LvPD3ogWEntRB0xBjIH7b/Untitled?node-id=0%3A1

Launch Timeline
Timeline

Phase Description Date

Dogfooding Internal testing where stakeholders act as users @December 21, 2021

https://www.notion.so/Loan-Application-Screen-A-screen-to-enter-details-about-the-amount-and-duration-of-loan-required-a-1f82dab583a145d4bbc53df8e68f4e8b
https://www.notion.so/Loan-Negotiation-Chat-and-call-interface-to-connect-lender-with-borrower-to-negotiate-the-loan-det-744c5809afb34f8fb8953be338870759
https://www.notion.so/Emergency-Loan-Immediate-Loan-approval-screen-for-emergency-cases-95949bcc9de14c5c968766815f93099e
https://www.notion.so/Loan-Dashboard-Screen-showing-outstanding-loan-amount-and-repayment-to-be-made-this-month-and-othe-a046feb42974464f9b521127d8c8defc
https://www.notion.so/Investment-Screen-A-screen-where-user-can-enter-the-amount-they-want-to-invest-and-the-time-they-w-384152451efe4997a2c806d35d732f7a
https://www.notion.so/Dashboard-A-screen-where-user-can-track-their-investment-and-the-borrowers-they-have-lent-money-to-b3925c97969a42b6a803f3cc3873c77d
https://www.notion.so/Withdraw-money-A-screen-where-user-can-withdraw-invested-amount-partially-or-completely-945daaaaebaf4a7eb3d926d82b55d33a
https://www.notion.so/Chat-and-Call-interface-A-chat-and-call-interface-to-communicate-with-the-borrower-c1f21fa863b742d79e2ee85eb0907fb9
https://www.figma.com/file/3LvPD3ogWEntRB0xBjIH7b/Untitled?node-id=0%3A1
https://www.notion.so/Dogfooding-1c52b6c3ecd14f42a693620f2c34114f
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Phase Description Date

Focus Group
Launch

Small cohort of 100 customers

Complete
Rollout

Final launch to 100% of the users and make it part of
the main app

Launch Checklist
Checklist

Name Question Team

Support
How are we handling delay in loan approvals? How are we
handling delay in loan repayments? How are handling
refund of investment amount and gold?

Customer Relations

Customer Support

Data
How are we tracking touch points required to track success
metrics? How are we tracking app crashes and bugs?

Backend

Data science

Marketing
What ad campaigns do we plan to run? Banner designs?
Duration and reach and success of ad campaign?

Data science

Design

Marketing Sales

Security
How are we checking for creditworthiness of the individual?
How are checking for fraud? What are other security
measures we should look at?

Backend

Security

@January 18, 2022

@February 1, 2022

https://www.notion.so/Focus-Group-Launch-658c064481fc492589c724841864c4b9
https://www.notion.so/Complete-Rollout-c2eb45ba4d2c47b4a1ca9585fdcb9adb
https://www.notion.so/Support-ac063204dd884cd4ab672fa5ce050d78
https://www.notion.so/Data-21cbe626bd004033887a365ca9ca8936
https://www.notion.so/Marketing-6bc9f8e537284ed9aab73495c8dee154
https://www.notion.so/Security-1d75c5512305439da48d7942c3d0edb2

